IBM Security ReaQta
for MSSPs
Security as a growth strategy

Introduction to IBM Security
ReaQta for MSSPs
Designed for managed security service providers (MSSPs)
to effortlessly manage and secure more of their customers’
endpoints, this industry-acclaimed endpoint security platform
is built with powerful, complete endpoint detection and
response (EDR) capabilities for streamlined management.
The ReaQta platform simplifies threat handling and
management for MSSPs while equipping them with powerful
threat hunting and automation capabilities. MSSPs benefit from
continuous monitoring and incident response to post-breach
analysis, all with a single platform.
Using Al and machine learning, ReaQta combines exceptional
levels of automation and intuitive design to autonomously
detect and remediate threats—known or unknown—in near
real-time.
Through deep learning, the platform constantly gets better at
defining normal behavior tailored to each unique business on
each endpoint, blocking any anomalous behavior. As a result,
MSSPs experience security without complexity and benefit from
knowing their customers’ valuable data and assets are safely
protected against the most advanced threats.
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Key benefits for MSSPs
Increase productivity
The ReaQta platform’s exceptional levels of
Al and machine learning autonomously detect
and remediate even the most sophisticated
threats in near real-time, freeing staff from
manual analyses.
Improve efficiency
ReaQta reduces MSSP alert fatigue by
delivering real-time, condensed high-fidelity
alerts that provide direct visibility and deep
insight into processes. This facilitates swift
action to stop threats quickly and effectively.
Reduce costs
The platform simplifies operations for MSSPs
with a user-friendly, intuitive interface and
automated processes. No additional highly
skilled staff or headcount is needed.

3 reasons why MSSPs
are switching to ReaQta
1. World-class technology
We are reinventing EDR. ReaQta is fully automated
and runs autonomously to detect and remediate the
most advanced threats. Our unique use of AI and
machine learning, in combination with our proprietary
NanoOS technology, is designed to be invisible to
attackers and malware, and not tampered with, shut
down or replaced.
With NanoOS technology, MSSPs gain complete
visibility into processes and applications running
on their customers’ endpoints. NanoOS sits at the
hypervisor layer and protects the endpoint from
outside the operating system.
2. Best-in-industry support
We believe in putting our customers first. No more
waiting in customer support queues and speaking to
myriad different people to get your questions answered.
Get direct access to friendly and dedicated expert
support staff who are trained and empowered to solve
your questions from start to finish.
3. Superior ROI
Manage and secure more endpoints. Increase team
efficiency and boost productivity with our highly
condensed, high-fidelity alerts that give MSSPs direct
visibility over all endpoint and threat activity. Reduce
costs with our intuitive UI—no additional headcount
or highly skilled staff required.
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Designed for easy operation
and simple management
Easier to operate
– Benefit from the ReaQta platform’s high level of
automation. Contain any situation in seconds with
complete remediation guidance and clickthrough
response automations that provide analysts with
a single, easy-to-use workflow.
– The platform’s intuitive design, coupled with condensed
high-fidelity alerts, reduces the skill level required to
respond to threats.
– Experience threat hunting made easy. The ReaQta
platform’s one-click detection strategies can be
efficiently deployed across the whole customer base.
– The Cyber Assistant learns from analyst actions, reducing
the burden of repetitive work and freeing time for higherlevel analyses and threat hunting.
– MSSPs can easily connect ReaQta to other components
of their solution stack using a flexible application
programming interface (API).
Simple to manage
– MSSP-friendly and multi-tenanted, the ReaQta platform
lets you manage existing and new customers with just a
few clicks.
– The platform’s powerful reporting feature enables MSSPs
to report management and technical information in a fast
and compliant way for individual customers, or overall.
– Flexible deployment options help MSSPs adhere to
customers’ data policies.

See IBM Security ReaQta in action
For more information, visit:
ibm.com/products/reaqta
All the tools you need, in one place
Benefit from continuous monitoring, incident response
and post-breach analysis—all within a single platform.
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